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Abstract

Introduction

Prolotherapy and other injections, primarily acting on pathways associated with maladaptive

tissue repair, are recommended for recalcitrant chronic soft tissue injuries (CSTI). However,

selection of injection is challenging due to mixed results. This network meta-analysis (NMA)

aimed to compare prolotherapy with other therapies, particularly injections, for CSTI and

establish robustness of the results.

Methodology

Pubmed, Medline, SPORTDiscus and Google scholar were searched from inception to 4th

January 2021 for randomised controlled trials (RCTs) involving injection therapies (e.g.

blood derivatives, corticosteroid, hyaluronic acid, botulinum toxin) for CSTI. The primary

and secondary outcomes were pain and function, respectively, at (or nearest to) 6 months.

Effect size (ES) was presented as standardised mean difference with 95% confidence inter-

val (CI). Frequentist random effect NMA was used to generate the overall estimates, sub-

group estimates (by region and measurement time point) and sensitivity analyses.

Results

A total of 91 articles (87 RCTs; 5859 participants) involving upper limb (74%), lower limb

(23%) and truncal/hip (3%) injuries were included. At all time points, prolotherapy had no

statistically significant pain benefits over other therapies. This observation remained

unchanged when tested under various assumptions and with exclusion of studies with high

risk of bias. Although prolotherapy did not offer statistically significant functional improve-

ment compared to most therapies, its ES was consistently better than non-injections and

corticosteroid injection for both outcomes. At selected time points and for selected injuries,
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prolotherapy demonstrated potentially better pain improvement over placebo (<4 months:

shoulder [ES 0.65; 95% CI 0.00 to 1.30]; 4–8 months: elbow [ES 0.91; 95% CI 0.12 to 1.70];

>8 months: shoulder [ES 2.08; 95% CI 1.49, to 2.68]). Injections generally produced greater

ES when combined with non-injection therapy.

Conclusion

While clinical outcomes were generally comparable across types of injection therapy, pro-

lotherapy may be used preferentially for selected conditions at selected times.

Introduction

Conditions attributed to overuse such as tendinopathy or enthesopathy qualify as chronic soft

tissue injuries (CSTI), for which microtrauma from submaximal (but repetitive) loading had

accrued over prolonged period. Such injuries are typically insidious without identifiable cause

and often present only when physical activity is impaired by pain. Presentation is typically pre-

ceded by a long history of vague symptoms such as activity-related pain and stiffness. Homeo-

static failure in tissue repair is cited as the primary mechanism driving the spectrum of clinical

presentation and histopathological changes seen in the injured tissues [1, 2].

Since chronic injuries were being described as continuum of clinical pathologies more than

20 years ago [3], much advances had been achieved. Based on the dominant pathological fea-

ture, the continuum is now divided into three definitive phases: reactive, dysrepair and degen-

erative [4]. Transition from one phase to another would necessitate a corresponding change in

pain management, whereby treatment strategy would shift from controlling inflammation in

the early phase to promoting tissue healing in the later phase.

Despite the improved characterization of the continuum model in CSTI, it is still challeng-

ing to select the right treatment for few reasons. Firstly, clinical differentiation of the underly-

ing pathology is difficult because symptoms do not always correlate with the degree of tissue

damage [5]. Secondly, the different phases could overlap such as when reactive changes occur

in the background of degenerated tendon [4]. Furthermore, the exact mechanism of action for

some the treatments are still poorly understood. It is unclear where along the continuum does

the therapeutic potential for these treatments lie. By and large, conservative therapy including

injection is the mainstay of treatment for CSTI [6]. Non-invasive treatments (e.g. oral or local

analgesics, exercises, taping and orthotics) and injection therapies (e.g. blood derivatives and

prolotherapy) prescribed in CSTI aim to improve pain and function either directly, or indi-

rectly by restoring normal intrinsic tissue morphology or correcting abnormal external loading

[7].

Prolotherapy is one of the regenerative injection technique commonly used in various

chronic musculoskeletal conditions [8]. The earliest evidence of its ‘proliferative’ effect was

documented in the 1950’s for the treatment of ligament injuries [9]. Prolotherapy uses a small

volume of sclerosant (0.5–6 ml) [10], such as hyperosmolar dextrose (>10%), polidocanol,

glycerin, or phenol, to produce inflammatory reaction which then initiates the healing cascade.

Due to its safety profile, cost-effectiveness and water-soluble property, hyperosmolar dextrose

is the most common injectant selected for administering prolotherapy. Other regenerative

injection therapies such as platelet rich plasma (PRP) and hyaluronic acid (HA) are also show-

ing promise [11, 12]. However, there is currently no clear advantage between one treatment

over another and comparisons are normally made in pairwise manner [13].
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Considering that failed tissue healing underpins the pathogenesis of CSTI, there is a need to

explore the efficacy of regenerative therapies in its management. The aim of this study was to

compare the efficacy of prolotherapy with other therapies commonly used for CSTI, particu-

larly focusing on injection therapies. We used network meta-analysis (NMA) to synthesize evi-

dence on multiple treatments in CSTI. NMA is advantageous over conventional pairwise

meta-analysis because it allows multiple treatments to be compared simultaneously, producing

conclusion that is more cohesive.

Methodology

The protocol for this study had been registered in PROSPERO (CRD42020149740). The con-

duct and reporting of this NMA was performed according to the PRISMA NMA checklist (S1

Table).

Search strategy and selection criteria

Systematic search was performed using several databases: Pubmed, Medline, SPORTDiscus

and Google scholar from inception to October 2019 with no language restrictions. The final

update of the search was performed on 4th January 2021. An example of search strategy used

is shown in S2 Table.

Eligibility criteria were as follows:

a. The study was identified as randomised controlled trial (RCT);

b. The soft tissue injuries were chronic (e.g., tendinopathies and enthesopathies) with mean

symptom duration� six weeks at study level;

c. At least one intervention group received an injection therapy; and

d. Pain or functional outcome were reported.

Studies were excluded if:

a. The number of recruitments was less than 10 in at least two of the intervention groups;

b. The injury was described as acute, irrespective of symptom duration;

c. Injection therapy was given intra-articularly or into the bursa (based on description by the

authors);

d. There was no specific or identifiable tissue targeted for treatment (e.g., low back pain,

shoulder impingement);

e. The adjunct therapies between groups were not comparable (e.g. prolotherapy (Prolo) plus

exercise vs. corticosteroids (CS) plus analgesics); or

f. Outcome of interest was not extractable.

Screening was performed independently by at least two reviewers (SLG, ZJ, YNG) and all

disagreements were resolved through consensus.

Data extraction and assessment of study quality

The primary outcome of interest was pain. Functional outcome was used only for cluster anal-

ysis. Primary measurement time point was six months post-intervention. However, measure-

ments at other times were also extracted to identify alternatives data point when six months

outcome was not available. For studies with less than six months follow up, the longest time
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point was used. When more than one tool had been used to measure an outcome, data extrac-

tion was performed according to the hierarchy of measurement tool outlined in the protocol.

Conservative approaches were made whenever missing data or unclear reporting was

encountered. For example, missing variance was imputed by identifying the widest value (e.g.

standard deviation (SD)) from other studies with corresponding time points using the same

measurement tool. Per-protocol analysis was assumed whenever the information provided was

deemed insufficient to support intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis.

Other forms of data dispersion measurement such as range or interquartile range were con-

verted to SD following method described by Wan et al [14]. When the number of participants

included in the analysis was unclear, the largest number–normally corresponding to the num-

ber randomised–was used.

The quality of individual studies published in English was assessed using RoB 2.0 [15]. The

certainty of evidence for direct comparisons between prolotherapy and other therapies was

assessed using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation

(GRADE) approach [16]. The GRADE assessment was performed only for the primary out-

come of pain and at the primary time point of 6 months. The summary and assessment of the

certainty of findings using five domains (i.e. study design, risk of bias, inconsistency, indirect-

ness and imprecision), were performed using the template from the GRADE’s software—

GRADEpro GDT. Data screening and extraction was performed by SLG while other authors

(YNG, WKC, JK, SAK, MRJ, MSAH) repeated similar process independently using a piloted

and abridged form. Disagreements were resolved through consensus.

Data synthesis and statistical analysis

Primary analysis. In the primary analysis, injections (e.g. CS, Prolo), were analysed based

on their respective therapeutic properties. Blood derivatives (i.e. PRP, whole blood) were col-

lectively analysed as blood products (BP). The suffix “combo” was used to denote combination

of injections with other therapies (e.g. CScombo, BPcombo) (Table 1). Non-injection treat-

ments (e.g. orthosis, physiotherapy, exercise) were aggregated as non-injections (Noninj). All

forms of placebo and sham therapy (irrespective of delivery mode) were analysed as a single

group (Pcb). Wait-see policy (Waiting) remained as a group on its own as it was in effect an

Table 1. Therapy grouping method for primary and secondary analyses.

Study design Primary analysis Secondary (1) Secondary (2)

Study 1

G1 Prolo + exercise Prolocombo Prolocombo Combination

G2 Prolo vs. Prolo vs. Prolo vs. Inj

G3 Education vs. Noninj vs. Noninj vs. Noninj

Study 2

G1 Prolo + exercise Prolo Prolocombo Inj

G2 NSAIDs + exercise vs Noninj vs Noninjcombo vs Noninj

G3 Inert pill + exercise vs Pcb vs Pcbcombo vs Pcb2

Study 3

G1 Prolo Prolo Prolo Excluded

G2 Whole blood vs. BP vs. WB

G3 PRP vs. PRP

Note: G = study group; Inj = injection; noninj = Non-injection; NSAIDs = non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; Prolo = prolotherapy; Pcb = placebo; Pcb2 = placebo

Non-injection; PRP = platelet rich plasma; combo = combination therapy; WB = whole blood

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252204.t001
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observational group with no intervention. Both nodes and edges in the network geometry

were weighted according to the number of studies involved in each treatment and comparison,

respectively.

Follow-up score was used to calculate standardised mean difference between groups as a

measure of treatment effect size (ES). Change score within and between group was used when

follow-up score was not available. The final analysis was performed using STATA 16.1 based

on frequentist random effects model.

Secondary and sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the

changes in summary estimates under different assumptions and moderators listed below:

i. using change score as primary data;

ii. subgroup analysis by different time points (i.e. <4 months, 4 to<8 months and�8 months

post intervention) for

• overall (i.e. all soft tissue conditions) estimate,

• by region: lateral/ medial epicondylitis and chronic rotator cuff injuries;

iii. excluding studies with high risk of bias.

Secondary analyses were performed to explore efficacy of prolotherapy under two grouping

alternatives. The first secondary analysis (secondary 1) adopted a grouping approach aimed to dis-

tinguish efficacy between single and combination therapies and between different types of blood

products. The second secondary analysis (secondary 2), on the other hand, adopted a grouping

approach that aimed to compare the efficacy between injection and non-injection delivery meth-

ods. In secondary analysis 2, placebos were divided into injection and non-injection (i.e. Pcb1 –

injection with non-active agents; Pcb2 –non-injection) to verify the observation of Bannuru et al

[17] that injection therapies confer greater treatment effects than non-injectables. The different

approaches in grouping for the primary and secondary analyses are summarised in Table 1.

Primary analysis. Primary analysis aimed to compare prolotherapy with other treatments as

a collective group (i.e. blood products as a group, non-injections as a group, all placebos as a

group). Therapies with adjuncts would be denoted with a suffix ‘combo’ (e.g. G1 Study 1),

unless the adjunctive therapies had been standardised for all study groups (e.g. Study 2 where

the exercise adjunct was omitted from primary analysis).

Secondary (1). Secondary analysis aimed to assess the efficacy of single or combination ther-

apy and to explore effects of different blood products. Therefore, all study groups given adjunc-

tive therapies were analysed as ‘combo’ irrespective of whether the adjunctive treatments were

standardised in the study (e.g. G1, G2 and G3 Study 2). Also, unlike primary analysis, types of

blood products were analysed individually and were not aggregated (e.g. G2 and G3 Study 3).

However, non-injections remained as an aggregated group (e.g. G3 Study 1, G2 Study2).

Secondary (2). Secondary analysis aimed to assess the efficacy with injectables versus non-

injectables. Therapies, and also placebos, given via injections were separated from those given

non-invasively. When groups within the same study all used the same delivery mode (e.g.

Study 3), the study would not be eligible for inclusion in this analysis.

Cluster analysis

Using measurement time points between 4–8 months, an additional cluster analysis was

undertaken to explore the efficacy of all treatments for the joint outcomes of pain and function

improvement. The purpose was to assess the treatment effect on pain and functional outcome

simultaneously.
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Model checking

We used node-splitting method to assess consistency between direct and indirect evidence.

Study design inconsistency was assessed using network forest plot by design. The primary

analysis was repeated post-hoc by fitting the inconsistency model. Heterogeneity was assessed

based on between studies SD.

Results

A total of 11664 citations were identified from the initial search and yielded 78 studies for

primary and secondary analyses for pain and/or functional outcomes (Fig 1). After the

updated search, the included studies totalled 87. Cumulatively, these studies had 5859 par-

ticipants - study level mean age ranged 31–52 years-old, male composition ranged 10–

100%. Only four studies explicitly recruited patients who had not undergone any conserva-

tive treatment. In majority of studies (65 studies), the participants had to experience symp-

toms for period of 1–6 months before recruitment. The arm level mean duration of

symptoms ranged 1 month to 15 years. Median follow-up time was six months (range: one

week to three years). Types of CSTI being included were lateral/ medial epicondylitis (61%),

tendinopathies of rotator cuffs (13%), Achilles tendon (8%), plantar fascia (8%), patella ten-

don (5%) and few other conditions in the truncal and pelvic regions. European countries

(including United Kingdom) alone contributed the greatest number of studies (39%) fol-

lowed by Asian countries (36%). Study design involving more than two treatment groups

were found in 21 studies. Summary of the study characteristics and outcome measures

reported are tabulated in S3 Table and S1 File, respectively.

Pain outcome

Primary pain analysis was derived from 71 studies and secondary pain analysis from 74 stud-

ies. Although all competing treatments included from 71 studies formed a single connected

network, many treatments (e.g. HA and needling) were connected by only a small number of

studies (Fig 2). In the primary analysis, CS formed the largest group of injection in the net-

work, widely being compared to other treatments. In contrast, the number of prolotherapy

studies were relatively less and had only five pairs of head-to-head comparisons (i.e. Pcb, Non-

inj, CS, BP and Prolocombo). Time points included in the primary analysis averaged 4.5

months (ranged one week to 12 months) because many studies did not have long-term follow-

up. There was no evidence of publication bias for placebo-controlled trials by visual inspection

of funnel plot (S1 Fig).

Relative efficacy

Given alone, prolotherapy was not as effective as CScombo, BPcombo and HA. Prolotherapy

was better than CS and was equivalent to BP at six months (Fig 3). However, all three therapies

(Prolo, CS and BP) did not reach statistical significance in pain improvement. There is no

clear difference between injections types, and between injections and non-injections. When

given as combination therapies, CS and BP provided relatively larger ES (ES CScombo 1.35;

95% CI 0.05 to 2.65; BPcombo 1.88; 95% CI 0.32 to 3.44) compared to when being used alone

(ES CS -0.02; 95% CI -0.49 to 0.44; BP 0.53; 95% CI 0.01 to 1.05). The second largest ES (ES

1.45; 95% CI 0.20 to 2.71) after BPcombo was seen with HA. Although ESs for CScombo, HA

and BPcombo were all significantly better than placebo, these estimates had relatively wide CIs

suggesting substantial uncertainties.
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Fig 1. PRISMA flow chart.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252204.g001
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Quality of study

More than 60% of all the included studies, had at least one domain with high risk of bias (Fig

4). The domain related to measurement of outcome has the highest risk of bias due to the

nature of self-reported outcomes being assessed by unblinded participants. GRADE assess-

ment which was only performed for direct comparison between prolotherapy and other

Fig 2. Network geometry. Note: BP = blood product; BPcombo = blood product combination therapy; Botox = botulinum toxin; CS = corticosteroid;

CScombo = corticosteroid combination therapy; HA = hyaluronic acid; Noninj = non-injections; Pcb = placebo; Prolo = prolotherapy; Prolocombo = prolotherapy

combination therapy. The size of the node corresponds to the number of participants assigned to the intervention while thickness of the connecting line corresponds to

the number of the studies included.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252204.g002
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comparators (i.e. Pcb, CS, BP and Noninj) indicated the estimate for Prolo-CS and Prolo-BP

to be of moderate strength while comparison between Prolo-Pcb and Prolo-Noninj to be very

low and low strength, respectively (S4 Table).

Sensitivity analysis

a. Change score. The direction of treatment effect for the interventions were relatively

unchanged using change score (S2A Fig).

b. Time dependent analysis. i. Overall. As illustrated in S2Bi Fig. Prolo conferred consistent

ES throughout all time points (<4 months: ES 0.47; 95% CI -0.07 to 1.02, 4–8 months: ES 0.50;

95% CI -0.48 to 1.47,>8 months: ES 0.46; 95% CI -0.28 to 1.20) and was consistently better than

CS. Prolo appeared to be no different to BP at all time points, as evident by the closely overlapping

CIs. For data points between 4–8 months post-intervention, none of the treatment groups (includ-

ing all types of injection) were found to be better than placebo or wait-see policy (S2Bi Fig).

ii. By region. Rotator cuff tendinopathy and lateral epicondylitis were the most common

conditions investigated at the shoulder and elbow region, respectively. Prolotherapy conferred

significant pain relief earlier, albeit smaller effect, in shoulder injuries (ES<4 months: 0.65;

96% CI 0.00 to 1.30) in comparison to elbow injuries (ES 4–8 months: 0.91; 95% CI 0.12 to

1.70) (S2Bii and S2Biii Fig). Efficacy of prolotherapy beyond eight months was also different

between shoulder and elbow injuries. While it conferred large and significant effect for

Fig 3. Interval plot of treatment efficacy relative to placebo. Note: BP = blood product; BPcombo = blood product combination therapy; Botox = botulinum toxin;

CS = corticosteroid; CScombo = corticosteroid combination therapy; HA = hyaluronic acid; Noninj = non-injections; Pcb = placebo; Prolo = prolotherapy.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252204.g003
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shoulder injuries (ES 2.08; 95% CI 1.49 to 2.68), it was no better than placebo for elbow injuries

(ES -0.21; 95% CI-1.75 to 1.34). Estimates for shoulder beyond eight months were derived

from only three studies and those of elbow from 13 studies.

In contrast to prolotherapy, CS demonstrated a regression in treatment effect for both

elbow and shoulder injuries across time.

iii. Study quality. Excluding studies with high risk of bias in randomization did not alter the

conclusion of the primary analysis (S2C Fig). Excluding studies with high risk of bias in missing

outcomes data, however, reduced the magnitude of ES for botox (ES 1.08; 95% CI -0.47 to 2.63 to

ES 0.05; 95% CI -1.91 to 2.02) and HA (ES 1.45; 95% CI 0.20 to 2.71 to ES 0.88; 95% CI -0.62 to

2.33), rendering HA no longer significantly better than placebo. Following exclusion of studies

with high risk of bias in missing data, the ES for prolotherapy also reduced, but with more uncer-

tainty around the point estimate, - from 0.64 (95% CI -0.06 to 1.23) to 0.36 (95% CI -1.38 to 2.11).

Functional outcome

Functional outcome analysis was derived from 60 studies. Functional outcome was signifi-

cantly better with BP and HA, but not with prolotherapy or other therapies (Fig 5). BP, surgery

and needling appear to produce greater benefit for functional outcome (ES>1) than for pain

outcome (ES<1). For prolotherapy, the magnitude of functional improvement was matched

by the improvement in pain.

Secondary analysis

Prolotherapy was as effective as all preparations of PRP (S3–1 Fig). As a group, Inj (i.e. Prolo,

BP, CS PRP and HA) (ES 0.19; 95% CI -0.66 to 1.04) were not significantly better than Noninj

Fig 4. Risk of bias of individual study.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252204.g004
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(ES 0.11; 95% CI -0.78 to 0.99) (S3–2 Fig). Placebo effect were similar irrespective of whether it

was delivered in injection or non-injection form.

Cluster analysis

Relative efficacy of prolotherapy for functional outcome showed that Prolo, BPcombo, HA

and Noninj were in the same cluster being more effective for pain than for function outcome

(S4 Fig).

Validation

The direct and indirect estimates for BP-Pcb, BP-CS and Noninj-Prolo were found to be statis-

tically different in side splitting method (S5A Fig). However, the inconsistency in evidence

loop was only evident for BP-Pcb and BP-CS comparison (S5B Fig). In the presence of these

local inconsistency in the network, the results were further explored using inconsistency

model. The estimated ES for prolotherapy was reduced by 0.2 in the inconsistency model (ES

for the consistency model 0.64; 95% CI 0.06 to 1.23; inconsistency model: 0.44; 95% CI -2.03 to

2.91) being less efficacious than BP, HA and Botox (S5C Fig). No treatment appeared to be sig-

nificantly better than placebo in the consistency or the inconsistency model.

In the primary analysis with overall studies, the between studies SD is large 1.04. In sub-

group analyses (i.e. by time, region and study quality) RoB, the values of between studies SD

generally remained large ranging from 0.7 to 0.9. Exception was seen for analyses of elbow at

Fig 5. Functional outcome. Note: BP = blood product; BPcombo = blood product combination therapy; Botox = botulinum toxin; CS = corticosteroid;

CScombo = corticosteroid combination therapy; HA = hyaluronic acid; Noninj = non-injections; Pcb = placebo; Prolo = prolotherapy.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252204.g005
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4–8 months and of shoulder at<4 months, for which the between study SD was 0.4 and 0.5,

respectively.

Discussion

This NMA aimed to compare the efficacy of prolotherapy and other commonly used therapies

for reducing pain in CSTI. Based on 87 RCTs, this study demonstrated how the magnitude

and order of treatment effect changed with different clinical subgrouping (i.e. time point mea-

sures, and injury site), but also with different underlying assumptions in NMA (i.e. consistent

and inconsistent modelling) and study quality (i.e. risk of bias). Overall, the results suggested

that all therapies (except HA) were not significantly better than placebo, irrespective of time

point and injury type. Prolotherapy was significantly better than placebo in elbow injuries in

the medium term (4–8 months) and in shoulder injuries in the short term (<4 months) and

long term (>8 months). Although the ES of prolotherapy was not greater than other injections,

it was generally better than Noninj and CS for improving symptoms and function.

Unlike some NMA that focused on a specific injury [18, 19], or limited their analysis to

only few injections [20], this study included a wide range of conditions and injection therapies,

allowing the efficacy of prolotherapy for CSTI to be generalised. Nevertheless, the efficacy of

prolotherapy for specific injuries (i.e. rotator cuff injuries and lateral epicondylitis) could still

be estimated separately using subgroup analysis. For more comprehensive evaluation, addi-

tional analyses were undertaken to understand the effect of different methods of treatment

grouping on the results obtained. The advantage of this approach is that the comparison

between different injuries, between different time points and different grouping approaches

can be performed cohesively within a single NMA.

The NMA for functional outcomes was performed to explore if improvement of symptoms

could be translated to functional improvement. Overall, there was no definitive link between

pain and functional improvement in CSTI, which could be attributed to the fact that not all

RCTs assessed functional outcomes alongside pain outcomes and vice versa. Also, the presence

of mediating factors such as patient characteristics [21] and the use of non-standard outcome

measurement tools could also dilute the relationship between pain and function [22].

Although non-injection therapies were not homogeneous and should arguably be repre-

sented as separate nodes in the network, we had intended for all non-injection therapies to be

analysed as a single group. This is because the group effect of non-injection therapies is typi-

cally considered in clinical setting before patient-doctor make a shared decision to move up

the treatment ladder. Furthermore, published guidelines recommend injection therapies to be

given only after multiple non-injection therapies have failed [23, 24]. Therefore, the non-injec-

tion therapies were aptly represented as a single node in this NMA.

A notable observation from our primary, secondary and subgroup analyses was the large

and significant effect conferred by HA. HA is widely believed to combat chronic and degenera-

tive articular cartilage injury through various pathways, including controlling inflammation

and promoting regenerative processes [25]. For this reason, the utility of HA has now

expanded to treatment of CSTI [26] where primary pathology involves poor tissue healing

[27]. However, the large ES for HA reported in this study should not be regarded as definitive

evidence of efficacy as it was derived from only three RCTs and the wide CI suggested high

uncertainty.

The estimate for HA in shoulder injuries was not consistent with the small effect found in a

recent NMA which used different inclusion criteria [28]. The RCTs where injections were

delivered into subacromial bursa or other clinical conditions without specific treatment target

(e.g. subacromial impingement) were included in the NMA by Lin et al but excluded in this
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NMA. Despite methodological differences, the findings that the analgesic effect of CS was

short-lived and that there was no clear difference between prolotherapy and other injection

therapies were consistent with that of other investigators [18].

Considering the results of primary and secondary analyses, it would be reasonable to infer

that there is generally no clear difference between prolotherapy and other injection therapies.

Nevertheless, there is a trend suggesting that combination therapy could offer additional bene-

fits, irrespective of the injection agents used. This result is consistent with the injury contin-

uum theory which suggests the existence of multiple treatment targets for CSTI [4, 29],

implicating the importance of proper patient selection, and sound understanding of the under-

lying pathology and pain mechanism when individualising injection therapies.

These inferences need to be interpreted cautiously as the results were shown to be sensitive

to measurement time point and missing outcome data. Furthermore, more than half of the

included studies had high overall risk of bias and some pairs of comparison were connected by

small number of RCTs. Another caveat for this NMA is the presence of significant inconsis-

tency between direct and indirect estimates for BP-Pcb, BP-CS and Noninj-Prolo compari-

sons. However, no clear underlying explanation could be found. Therefore, subgroup and

post-hoc analyses based on inconsistency modelling was done to explore the extent of its effect

on the results. Results from inconsistency model produced wider estimates and changed the

magnitude of ES for prolotherapy, but still consistently demonstrated no significant difference

between prolotherapy and other injections. The modifying/ mediating effects of some clinical

(e.g. injury severity, age, gender) and study characteristics (e.g. drug concentration, delivery

frequency, constituents of injection), were not accounted for in this analysis as these were not

related to the primary aim and would be best evaluated using separate data collection and

analysis.
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